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equiring U.S. employers to use E-Verify will harm Minnesota’s economy and U.S.
workers while doing little to end unauthorized employment. Unless currently
unauthorized workers are provided a path to legalizing their immigration status, E-Verify
will impose new costs on employers, drive jobs into the underground economy, increase
unemployment, and deprive the government of revenue. 1

■ Requiring employers to use E-Verify will not create new jobs for Minnesota’s workers.
• Some policymakers have simplistically and falsely asserted that requiring employers to use
E-Verify will decrease unemployment. But requiring employers to use E-Verify will not free
up jobs. In fact, its effect will be to drive more workers and employers into the underground
economy, costing Minnesota valuable tax revenue. 2
• According to the Cato Institute, “[I]t is misleading to assert that every low-skilled immigrant
we can round up and deport will mean a job for an unemployed American. . . . Low-skilled
immigrants, whether legal or illegal, do not compete directly with the large majority of
American workers.” 3
• E-Verify isn’t even effective at preventing unauthorized work: 54 percent of unauthorized
workers for whom E-Verify checks were run were erroneously confirmed as being workauthorized. 4

■ Requiring the use of E-Verify will cause many Minnesota workers to lose their jobs.
• E-Verify would actually exacerbate Minnesota’s unemployment. According to estimates
based on government sources, if the entire U.S. workforce were required to have its
employment eligibility verified through E-Verify, a conservative estimate is that between
1.2 and 3.5 million U.S. citizens and authorized immigrants would either have to correct
their records or lose their jobs. 5 Extrapolating from these estimates, approximately 24,000
to 68,000 citizen and authorized immigrant workers in Minnesota would have to correct
their records in order to avoid being fired. 6
• For example, after initially being hired for a position, a U.S. citizen telecommunications
worker lost the job due to an E-Verify error. Despite her pleas to government officials, she
was unemployed for several months after being fired. 7 Her story will be the story of many
Minnesotans if E-Verify if all employers in the U.S. are required to use E-Verify.
• Employers that audit their own E-Verify data report higher error rates than federal
government estimates. 8 When Intel Corporation audited its use of E-Verify, it found that 12
percent of its E-Verify findings were erroneous. 9 This translates into approximately 375,048
workers in Minnesota who would either have to correct their records or lose their jobs. 10
• When workers are notified that there is a problem with their database record, they face
significant burdens trying to correct the information. A government-commissioned study
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found that 49.5 percent of such workers lost partial or complete days of work, and 14
percent lost more than 2 days of work. 11 It’s not uncommon for such workers to have to
make multiple trips to a Social Security Administration (SSA) office and wait in long lines
to try to correct their record.

■ E-Verify will place burdens on all Minnesota businesses, especially small businesses.
• In Minnesota, 17,781 businesses — or 15.1 percent of all Minnesota businesses — are
enrolled in E-Verify. 12 Mandating E-Verify would not result in ridding the state of
undocumented immigrants but, rather, in creating headaches for a majority of the businesses
in the state.
• The exact impact of E-Verify on small businesses is still unknown because employers
currently enrolled in E-Verify are not representative of all U.S. employers. Although 73
percent of businesses in the U.S. have fewer than 10 employees, only 12 percent of E-Verify
users are small businesses. 13 According to data compiled by Bloomberg, if use of E-Verify
were mandatory, it would have cost small businesses $2.6 billion in fiscal year 2010. 14
• In Minnesota, there are over 115,159 small businesses, and small employers account for
97.9 percent of the state’s employers. 15 Small, family-owned businesses do not have the
resources to meet the demands of an electronic verification system. Because most such
businesses do not have staff dedicated exclusively to personnel matters, they will have to
divert scarce management time to E-Verify’s training requirements and to tracking
verification records. Furthermore, many farms and other small businesses do not have highspeed Internet access, which E-Verify requires. 16
• Requiring E-Verify would cut at the heart of Minnesota’s top five industries, including
various service-based sectors, such as restaurants, hospitals, and sales. 17 Minnesota’s top
five industries employ 1,343,007 employees, and if E-Verify were mandated, a conservative
estimate is that 10,744 U.S. citizen and legal workers in these industries alone could be told
they are not qualified to work. 18

■ Arizona provides a glimpse into the impact of requiring all employers to use E-Verify.
• In 2007, the state of Arizona enacted a law that requires every employer in the state to enroll
in E-Verify and creates state penalties for employers that do not comply with the law.
Results of the Arizona law include the following:
1. Employers aren’t using the system. Though Arizona employers made 1.3 million new
hires in the fiscal year that ended in September 2009 and were required by state law to
check all of them via E-Verify, they actually checked only 730,000 of them — or
slightly more than half. 19
2. Employers are coaching undocumented workers how to get around the system. U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officials report that unscrupulous
employers ask employees whom they suspect are not work-authorized to provide
identity document that successfully get those workers through E-Verify. 20
3. Workers are moving off the books into the underground economy. In 2008, the first year
the law was in effect, income tax collection dropped 13 percent from the year before.
Sales taxes, however, dropped by only 2.5 percent for food and 6.8 percent for clothing.
Analysts have concluded that workers weren’t paying income taxes, but were still
earning money to spend — meaning that the underground economy was growing. This
shift deprived the state of income-tax revenue at the same time it was facing a $1.2
billion budget gap. 21
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